Across the Universe by the Beatles, but this is the Rufus Wainwright arrangement

N.B. All chords for whole bar duration (4 beats) unless specified

Words are flowing out like endless rain into a paper cup they slither while they pass they slip across the universe. Pools of sorrow waves of joy are drifting through my open mind possessing and caressing me.

Nothing's going to change my world

Images of broken light which dance before me like a million eyes that call me on and on
Across the Universe contd...

Chorus

Nothing’s going to change my world

Sounds of laughter shades of earth are ringing through my open views inviting and inciting me

Limitless undying love which shines around me like a mill-ion
Across the Universe p. 3

F \[|\] G \[\frac{2}{4} \] G

sun, it calls me on and on a- cross the universe

Chorus

C \[|\] G

Jai gu- ru de- va om.

G \[|\] G\(^7\) \[|\] F \[|\] C

Nothing’s going to change my world

Nothing’s going to change my world